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EO AUTONOMY FOR AFRICAN UNION PROSPERITY AND NEW SPACE GROWTH

Build upon your Space legacy to achieve national Earth Observation (EO) autonomy and support 
AU Agenda 2063.

Whether you need to acquire a proven high-resolution EO satellite or prefer our Constellation-as- 
a-Service program, Satellogic offers cost-efficient solutions that can support:

AFFORDABLE EO SATELLITES 
AND DATA 

From regional projects to the PIDA continental frameworks, 
flexible tasking access enables greater planning and data 

consistency across stakeholders.

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING

Detect risks, improve resource management, 
and assess GGW initiatives with consistent 

satellite monitoring.

AGRICULTURE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

Monitor borders, remote regions, and global 
points of interest to enhance situational 

awareness or expedite emergency response.

NATIONAL SECURITY

Develop national space workforce, support R&D 
projects, and expand higher education programs.

SOVEREIGN SPACE MISSIONS

Customers benefit from comprehensive training and 
hands-on opportunities for space agency capacity 

building.

TRAINING AND
CAPACITY BUILDING

Giza, Egypt

Khi Solar One, South Africa



Find out more at satellogic.com

Satellogic is focused on reducing costs, enhancing quality, and increasing EO adoption. We 
design, manufacture, and operate our own submeter EO satellites. Our current constellation 
includes 34 satellites.

OUR MISSION: DEMOCRATIZE EO 

KEY OFFERINGS:

Allocates satellite tasking capacity over 
sovereign territory, leveraging Satellogic’s 
continuously growing fleet. 

CONSTELLATION-AS-A-SERVICE

Tailor your Constellation-as-a-Service 
program to fit the capacity needs of your 
national objectives. Satellites start at <$10M 

Ask about Custom Missions for optional customized 
payload development.

Satellogic satellite and data acquisition are not subject to ITAR and 
foreign export controls. 

SPACE SYSTEMS

We are focused on putting New Space capabilities within reach. Through transparent pricing 
and flexible licensing terms, we enable greater access to global tasking capacity, timely 
intelligence, and the development of derivative data products.

Satellogic is a vertically integrated company with industry-leading capacity–the constellation 
is projected to reach 200 high-resolution EO satellites in orbit to achieve daily world remaps. 
Our satellites’ 3-year lifecycle allows us to continuously fly up-to-date technology, refreshing 
one-third of our constellation every year with the latest technology.

WHY SATELLOGIC?

Nairobi, Kenya

Durban, South Africa


